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Category 16
Magnetic Therapeutics

Description: Flexible & Gratifying Powerful 1200 gauss anisotropic
magnets work in conjunction with each other to provide negative magnetic
energy to the entire elbow area. This wrap offers flexibility with tremendous
results. Available in four sizes.
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Today there is a re-awakening to the use of magnetism in the field of therapeutics. Through
innovative design and revolutionary application Bio-Magnetism is finding an ever increasing niche in
the health care field of many countries throughout the world. Good for You Corp. has researched and
developed the most advanced and effective line of magnetic health products in North America.
Healing Magnets have become an overnight attraction in the medical world. Their powerful
effect in banishing pain from thousands of patients is being hailed as a major breakthrough.
For years, U.S. doctors sneered at their use -now they’re rushing to use magnets on patients
to rid them of agonizing pain and speed healing.
Magnets are even being used to cure cancer, to speed up diagnosis, end the pain and stiffness
of arthritis and to treat digestive, nervous and urinary systems.
Pain -from whiplash to sprained ankles and twisted knees- can be eased by magnets, says Dr.
Robert Vance, a Las Vegas physician.
“Injured tissue emits a positive magnetic charge,” he says, adding that the body itself counters
that damaging positive charge with healing negative energy.
But, in the meantime, magnifying that healing energy with magnets applied to the injured area
can prevent permanent damage and boost the body’s natural healing powers. Even a bad burn will
respond to magnetic energy, Vance says.
“One of my patients was taking a turkey out of the oven and spilled hot grease on her hands,”
Vance recalls in the Health & Healing newsletter.
“She applied a magnet to her hand for 20 minutes. Afterward, she told me, there was no
redness, blisters or pain.”
In their book The Magnetic Effect, Dr. Walter Rawls and the late Albert Roy Davis -who
discovered that north and south poles of magnets emit different energies- revealed that placing the
north pole of a magnet against painful areas relieves pain.
At the Albert Roy Davis Research Laboratory in Florida, their pioneering experiments in
hundreds of cases showed that north pole energies can be used “in nearly all cases where pain is
present.”
CAUTION: Magnets should not be used with pacemakers. Computer disks, credit cards or recording

tapes can also be erased by close contact with magnets.
Please note: This information is compiled from traditional and modern herb books, articles, and research. This information is summarized for its educational value and
should not be used for the diagnosis, treatment, or prevention of disease. It should not be used to replace the services of a qualified practitioner. This information has
not been evaluated by the FDA or Health Canada.

